material' (Wa l f o rd, 1978) . In a volume with over 8000 entries it is only too easy to find faults, so a reviewer needs to identify those that indicate general failings rather than individual idiosyncrasies. One problem is the updating of annuals and new editions; the editors claim a cut-off date for revision of 1996 and early 1997, but there are many books listed in out-of-date editions -W h i t a k e r's Almanack i n 1993 and the Guide to the social services in 1988, yet both of these are published annually. Other entries need to be updated; there was a new edition in 1993 of the BSI G l o s s a r y of terms used in work study (BS 3138) , but it is listed in its original 1979 version. It would also be desirable to make a point of noting the geographical coverage of re f e re n c e books; the Subject directory of special libraries, for instance, is limited to the USAand Canada, but the annotation does not tell us. One of John Wa l f o rd's innovations was the inclusion of useful articles from periodicals such as those on sourc e s of business information in Scotland, Italy, Russia and A s i a , a review of archaeological maps in the Cartographical journ a l, and several articles on genealogy in libraries; these are now rather dated, being mostly published in the 1980s.
Another problem is caused by the subject scatter of Dewey and the division of Wa l f o rd into three volumes. Medals, for instance, are in volume three under fine arts, but a w a rds for gallantry are in volume two under armed forc e s , indexed as 'decorations' with no reference from medals or g a l l a n t r y. It must be admitted, though, that the indexing of this work is a large and difficult task, and on the whole it has been tackled efficiently (Hamilton, 1983) .
Some librarians, including a previous reviewer in this journal (Duckett, 1996) , have queried whether we still need a work of this type, and asked who actually uses it. The I n t roduction to this volume lists the intended users (stock revisers, enquiry desk staff, librarianship students), but omits one category, those using large libraries (or being re f e r red to them from their local library) who need help in identifying what might be available (not always easy when c o n f ronted with a large catalogue, often in several sequences and diff e rent formats). The other day I needed to know if t h e re was an English-language encyclopaedia of Arabic lite r a t u re; the library I was using had its catalogue divided c h ronologically between cards, fiche and OPAC and, until I had established what had been published, I did not even know the date of publication. In these circumstances, Wa l f o rd is invaluable for identifying suitable sources. The lack of use identified by Duckett stems partly from lack of staff training, although it may also be symptomatic of the general decline in the purchase of bibliographies resulting from over re l i a n c e on electronic sources. Writing as an extensive user of libraries, I must say that I would find it difficult to do so without a set of the Wa l f o rd volumes to hand. It is said in the preface that, on the re t i rement of Dr. Helal, this may be the last of the by now familiar bright yellow cove red (adorned with a scampish red fox) publications of the Essen University library and, there f o re, the last of the 19 Essen symposia published in the series. It is hinted that the symposia may be continued in the Bibliotheca A l e x a n d r i n a in Alexandria, Egypt (a description of which appears in these pages). If it is the last of the Essen symposia, it is only fitting that this volume features many of the usual suspects (Herb White, Dick Dougherty, the, at first glance, mysterious 'Frederick W. Lancaster' who turns out to be Wi l f L a n c a s t e r, Sul Lee, Dick De Gennaro, Susan Martin, Bernard Gallivan) interspersed with contributions from, in all, nine countries. The 25 papers (including the conference summary) were delivered by 11 speakers from the US, seven fro m the United Kingdom, two each from Belgium and Canada (both co-writers), and one each from Egypt, Germany, Israel, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. The conference participants came from the countries already named and fro m Austria, Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden. This last in the series is, then as dominated by English speakers as its p redecessors but, nevertheless, embraces a diversity of countries and cultural traditions (though the reader will note an absence of Asian, Latin American, and sub-Saharan African participation). It also embraces a mix of types of library and other affiliations -participants include academic and special librarians, library educators, systems vendors, booksellers, and subscription agencies.
Most of the papers are quite short (an average length of just over 11 pages in a small book) and a, to me, surprisingly large number of them (nine) contain no citations. Of the 15 that have citations, the slightly claustrophobic atmos-p h e re of all conference proceedings is intensified by the fact that six contain self-citations and two citations to authors re p resented elsewhere in the symposium. This relative lack of scholarly, apparatus is partly due to the papers falling, by and large, into two categories -the descriptive and the speculative -though some of the latter have no citations either.
It is not clear to this reviewer exactly what the 'worldwide library' is. It seems from the preface (by Drs Helal and Weiss) that the re f e rence is to the building of vast elect ronic networks and few would quarrel that such are either undesirable or unfeasible. However, a sinister note is stru c k in that same preface when we are exhorted to '… break down our organizational barriers in the direction of global structures and forgetting the traditionally local and institutional form'. [My emphasis.] I could not disagree with the implication of this more stro n g l y. To adapt the political cliché, all libraries are local and all service the institutions and communities from which they derive their funding. A n y librarian who loses sight of that fact in whoring after strange e l e c t ronic gods does so at her peril. It is, in any case, a false dialectic -why can we not have global networks and local service? If we cannot, what is the point of the global networks anyway? The preface goes on to summarize, by way of extracts, the views of many of the speakers on the networks. The second contains one of the most felicitous misprints in library literature. Irene Sever of Israel is quoted as saying that 'bridging the gab may be the biggest challenge facing librarians and library educators…' Quite.
The speculative papers begin with White on the economic and political issues facing libraries in the next decade. This is not untrodden ground and contains much that will be familiar to assiduous readers of Library Journal. Ray Lester tackles the question of the integration of libraries and computer centres and comes out in favour of such integrations, providing that a librarian heads the resulting amalgam. Ms. Sever poses some interesting questions on the f u t u re of library education and has the wisdom not to essay many answers. Richard Dougherty is illuminating in charting the role of leadership in academic libraries in a time of institutionalised change. Sheila Corrall summons up the established pieties of the management fads of the past decade and is neither more nor less convincing than all the other librarians who have tried to adapt management taught and management-speak to the culture of libraries.
Anthony Angiletta revisits the idea of pro f e s s i o n a l i s m (he is in favour of it) in the peculiarly titled 'The morphing of re s e a rch librarians…' As I understand it, 'morphing' means to mutate the image of a political opponent so that it comes to resemble another, deeply unpopular politician. Not much to do with the future of libraries there. Maurice Line, too, is worried about the future of academic libraries and argues for 'flexible planning' along the lines of entrepreneurial business. Greg Anderson gives us more on reshaping the academic library and calls for vision, strategies and re-thinking. Well, yes. Frank Oliver is not a librarian (he worked for the British Library for a year or two) but an 'independent IT management consultant'. The naïveté that one might expect is on display in his paper on 'the digital library'. However, he poses the right questions and has an interesting, if limited, slant on our problems.
Wilf Lancaster, unlike most of the contributors, at least takes the trouble to define his topic -in this case 'the digital library' and its evaluation. His idea of 'the digital library' is an electronic collection maintained by an institution to serve a particular community of users. How one restricts the use of such an assemblages to the community is not addressed (neither is why one would want to -but that goes to the heart of his definition). A n y w a y, if one can have, and wishes to have, a 'digital library' (either local à la Lancaster or global as envisaged in the preface), one clearly would wish to evaluate its use and Lancaster is the beau idéal of a library evaluator. Ronald Michale Schmidt addre s s e e s the important and strangely neglected topic of the practicalities of bibliographic control of electronic re s o u rces and documents. (The reviewer is fully aware of the billowy and spreading literature on 'metadata' and the like and is equally aware of its limitations and impracticalities.) Andrew Torok's paper is about 'search engines'. In it he makes the astounding assertion that modern search engines' 'are as powerful, if not more so, than a library mediated search'. This is unmitigated poppycock. No free text, keyw o rd searching can come anywhere near the capabilities of the controlled vocabulary and developed stru c t u res of bibliographic control and he (and many others) do no service in pretending that they do. Oh, he does say that 'It is too early to sing the depth dirge for libraries and librarians.' That is nice.
The descriptive papers are, for the most part, more i n t e resting and coherent than the speculative papers. They include very informative papers on the new Alexandrian Library by Mosen Zahran; on multilingual access to databases by Genevieve Clavel-Merrin (a Swiss, not coincidentally); and on the excellent JSTOR (journal storage) p roject by Richard De Gennaro. Other topics described are the present state of digital information; publishing on the Internet; providing public access to Internet information; and document delivery. Susan Martin's coda provides a level-headed prediction of where we will all be in 2006.
In my opinion, the pop song Que sera, sera p rovides the only utterly satisfying answer to 'what will the future be?' However, librarians are human too and our natural impatience will not rest and endure the fatalism of what will be, will be. Hence, symposia like the one under review. Of its kind, it is as good as most but it also exhibits the besetting sins of most -technophilia and the idea that business gets things right. This leads to the inevitable conclusions that all libraries need to do is to be more technological and more like business in order to save themselves from dire, if unspecific, fates. Not so.
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